Rally Trial Results

Rally Novice A Mrs. J S Tollefson (8 entries, 8 qualifiers)
1st Meadowlake Elijah Blue TD AX MXJ, D Holleman pts 100.0
2nd CH Dixieland Sterling Pete’s DRGN RN NAJ, M Couto pts 99.0
3rd Carma’s Trublu Od Of Josanah, D Donnelly/K Krueger pts 98.0
4th CH Danby’s Eloquent Denial, L Ward pts 96.0
Qualify Tyneside Tantivy NA JE, D Ward/L Ward pts 92.0
Qualify Sunkist Kissen’ Run, C Soeldner/H Haydon/M Ikard pts 92.0
Qualify Dugmore’s Teachers Pet JE, C Soeldner pts 90.0
Qualify CH Bendywood’s Butterick, M Brandel/G Brandel pts 73.0

Rally Novice B Mrs. J S Tollefson (24 entries, 23 qualifiers)
1st Woodlawns Infallible CD NA NAJ, S Fix/D Busch pts 100.0
2nd Applegarth Whirligig, C Hartman/A Hartman pts 100.0
3rd Kandu’s The Joker Is Wild, C Yunck pts 100.0
4th Tav-A-Mac Shamrock Shenanigan CD AX AXJ, P Clute pts 99.0
Qualify CH Tyneside Tempest CDX OAP NJP JE, G Hill pts 99.0
Qualify CH Terra’s Blue Star VCD1 AX AXJ ME, L Wischover/J Riess pts 99.0
Qualify Avonlea Logical Choice CD, S Fix/D Busch pts 98.0
Qualify CH Ruron’s Flash Bobik CD RN AX OAJ SE, M Christie/J Christie/R Sebastiani/R Sebastiani pts 97.0
Qualify Krispin Piece Of My Heart NA NAJ JE, C Duder pts 96.0
Qualify CH MACH McLeod’s Summer JE, K Harold pts 95.0
Qualify Lorien Copilot, C Barnaby pts 94.0
Qualify Towzie Tyke Harris Tweed RN AX AXJ ME, D Sapp pts 93.0
Qualify Stornaway Saygoodnite Gracie CD OA OAJ JE, J Constable pts 93.0
Qualify McLeod’s Tribute To Alyce TD NAJ, C Daniels pts 92.0
Qualify CH Lothlorien Coniston JE, D Sapp/P Dyer/J Frier-Murza pts 92.0
Qualify CH Wildwood Foxtail Lily JE, A Neff pts 88.0
Qualify CH CB Overnite Success CD, L Hauenstein pts 87.0
Qualify Kenswith Lily Of St. Leonard’s, C Moon pts 87.0
Qualify Weehill Dobhran, J Black/C Black pts 86.0
Qualify CH Wildwood Blue Dahlia OA OAJ JE, A Neff pts 85.0
Qualify Hideaway Scentsible Fennel NAJ, L Looper pts 85.0
Qualify Joyful’s Fiddler On The Roof, V Loudenslager/D Greer pts 77.0
Qualify CH Steinbacher Set The Pace, B Dalane/A Steinbacher/S Dalane/K Dalane pts 73.0

Rally Advanced A Mrs. J S Tollefson (4 entries, 1 qualifier)
1st Hideaway WNDSWPT Astasolija RN AX MXJ JE, J Novak/T Novak pts 91.0

Rally Advanced B Mr. D Maurer (9 entries, 7 qualifiers)
1st Scentsible Silkhope Tate CDX RE MX MXJ ME, S Redding pts 98.0
2nd CH Tyneside Danby Roulette CD RN OA NAJ JE, J Worstell/L Ward pts 98.0
3rd CH Otterwise Opie RE ME, M Landergan pts 97.0
4th CH Tav-A-Mac Zippa Dee Doodah CD RE JE, P Clute pts 96.0
Qualify CH Meadowlake Ninja Mojo CD RN SE, A Bergeron/D Bergeron pts 96.0
Qualify Krispin Marjoram CD RN, J Black/C Black pts 92.0
Qualify HR Giveadurn Khachaturian CD RE SE, C Givens/A Leblanc/L Givens pts 87.0
Rally Excellent A Mr. D Maurer (2 entries, 0 qualifiers)
Rally Excellent B Mr. D Maurer (9 entries, 9 qualifiers)

1st MACH3 Applegarth Wind In The Willow CD RA ME, M Oppermann/J Amidon pts 97.0
2nd Scruffy Sheridan CDX RA OA OAJ ME, J Sheridan pts 96.0
3rd MACH2 Sunkist Kruz’n A Blue Streak CDX RA ME, B Rosen pts 96.0
4th CH Tav-A-Mac Zippa Dee Doodah CD RE JE, P Clute pts 95.0

Qualify CH Applegarth Sorceress CD RA MX MXJ SE, M Oppermann/J Amidon/C Peebles pts 93.0
Qualify MACH2 Hideaways Emmitt Otter CD RA ME, J Novak/T Novak pts 93.0
Qualify Scentsible Silkhope Tate CDX RE MX MXJ ME, S Redding pts 92.0
Qualify CH Otterwise Opie RE ME, M Landergan pts 91.0

Qualify HR Giveadurn Khachaturian CD RE SE, C Givens/A Leblanc/L Givens pts 76.0